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Abstract

This paper investigates the notion of \personal context" : an application of a wearable computer system's contextual awareness by
exploiting the user's own body parts as stimuli to trigger and to act
as the focus of augmentation. Our two working systems demonstrate
\personal context" through the recognition of visual body cues inherent to the task via computer vision algorithms exploiting a rst-person
vantage point. The rst system acts as a memory aid for piano playing, and the other assists novice ballroom dancing.
Keywords: humanistic intelligence, context awareness, perceptual
intelligence, augmented reality, wearable computers, user interfaces,
computer vision

1 Introduction
Wearable computers employing augmented and mediated reality allow their
users to move freely in the environment and interact with virtual information associated with real world objects [9]. Augmentation and mediation
can gather and act upon sensor readings of the wearable computer user's
environment and personal activity, thus building an awareness of the user's
context. Context-awareness is an important feature for wearable computer

user interfaces, where computer interaction is enabled only when relevant to
the current task [14].
We make a distinction between two types of wearable applications that
have visual displays. The rst type includes conventional PC applications
as well as some context-sensitive applications. The de ning character of this
rst type is that the display is anchored to the subject (i.e. the user or the
wearer). It moves over the real world as the user moves. The second type
consists of applications whose displays are at least constrained by the conguration of the real world beyond the display, if not deliberately anchored
(registered) to that world. This type includes annotation applications [4], as
well as other instances where overlays are spatially organised according to the
environment. The display is now object-centric rather than subject-centric.
We have been interested in object-centric displays because they enable the
use of the whole environment as a canvas for interaction. The user's body
parts are, from the point of view of display overlay, objects (i.e. potential
physical anchors for interaction), yet they are under the user's intimate control and are therefore also part of the subject. So they provide a unique
channel of mediation between the user and their wearable.
Sensing when it is relevant to enable interaction can be a challenge.
This typically involves the analysis of the user's overall environment. Context sensing faces more complications as the wearable computer user moves
around, varying the amount of available environmental computing infrastructure to enable sensing (e.g. no wireless networking coverage, going indoors
with no GPS information, no \smart room" instrumented with beacons and
sensors, etc). But even in the complete absence of environmental support,
there remains one physical object available to mediate interaction: the user's
own body. How can we exploit this to enhance a wearable computer user's
experience?
We begin to answer this question in this paper, by introducing the notion of \personal context", focusing our interaction on the hands and feet.
Focusing on the hands and feet can be applied to many other hand and feet
oriented physical tasks: physical rehabilitation and therapy, choreography,
mapping and path nding, sports training (e.g. martial arts, tennis, soccer,
etc). Also virtual annotations and commands can be de ned, moved, sized,
sticked, kicked onto real world objects by hand and feet gestures. For example, framing a shot for video or a photo can triggered by a two-handed
\frame" gesture, where the size and location of the framing gesture de nes
the parameters of the snapshot (this can also de ne the placement of a vir2

tual annotation window in 3-D, like in Mann's reality window manager [9]).
The wide range of suggested applications open new opportunities for mobile
computing devices.
To demonstrate how personal context can enhance speci c tasks on a
wearable computer, we built two working systems, HANDEL and Footprint.
HANDEL is a memory aid for piano playing, and Footprint assists novice
ballroom dancers practicing alone.

2 Personal Context and Related Work

Personal context is the contextual awareness of the user's own body - as
a stimulus and rendering surface for augmentation and mediation While a
general context can be derived from the environment, a personal context can
be derived from an awareness of the user's own body parts with respect to
the task at hand (e.g. recognizing a physical procedure from natural hand
gestures). Plus, the user's tasks often center around the active body parts,
which suggest a natural focus for any virtual information presented (e.g.
showing instructions near the hands in a manual task).
Thus a user-centered wearable computer system can always rely on at
least one constant regardless of the current environment - the user body. Direct sensor measurements or a combination of sensors and pattern recognition
can derive personal context from the user's body. Then virtual information
can augment the user's rst-person experience through a heads-up display,
audio, projection, etc., but only enabled (or mediated) by the relevance to
the user's task at hand.
Augmented reality systems [1] also overlay virtual information onto the
real world, including rst-person applications using head-mounted displays
and environmental sensor cues to register the information onto appropriate
objects to help direct a user in a task, like servicing a printer in [6] or reading
an enhanced book [3]. Personal context is a niche augmented reality application, relying entirely on the user's body parts' interaction with objects and
the environment to trigger virtual overlays. So a personal context approach
to a printer servicing application or an augmented book would rely on the
user's gaze with respect to the hands, rather than building an ultrasonic
tracking infrastructure, as in [6], or using specially marked book pages, as
in [3].
Personal context also relies on the user's body as a rendering surface.
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This does not imply a body-stabilized interface (like a cylindrical or spherical
overlay surrounding the user in [2]), but rather an object-centric interface,
where the objects are really parts of the user's body, that appears worldstabilized to the user. Unlike a true world-stabilized interface as described
in [2], overlays are attached to body parts with little or no attempt to assess
a complete world model. So overlay graphics may be attached to the user's
hands, but tracking can be done using simple 2-D techniques, with no knowledge of user's physical location, head orientation, etc. Although a complete
world model is desirable, a simpli ed model makes available simple, fast, and
perhaps robust, algorithms for tracking.
\Perceptual intelligence" [13] has a broader scope than personal context's
single user's experience (e.g. \smart rooms") and can focus on environmental or user-based pattern recognition. [13] identi es new opportunities for
visual contextual analysis from a rst-person perspective. Speci c applications include a sign-language recognizer [14] and an aid for billiards [13].
Although both cases employ body-mounted sensing to track body parts (i.e.
hands gesturing or holding objects), the former lacks any augmented reality
overlay and the latter also depends on some environmental awareness.
We created two systems, HANDEL and Footprint, as an initial investigation into personal context. Both systems infer the user's need for augmentation from personal context, in speci c domains: piano playing and private
ballroom dance practice, respectively.

3 HANDEL: Giving the User a Hand
HANDEL, a HAND based Enhancement for Learning piano music, is an
example of personal context to assist learning. It uses the hands to trigger
an augmented reality overlay onto the hands themselves in the context of
piano playing, in essence creating a \hands-up" display.
Considerable research exists in hand-based user interfaces, as well as computer vision techniques used to locate and recognize hand and gesture, such
as [13]. Hardware such as Data Gloves, magnetic trackers, and optical sensors can be used to obtain hand pose and orientation. However, in these
cases, the hand acts solely as an input device. On the other hand, Krueger's
work has some examples with interactive graphics merged with hands [7],
and Miyasato places small displays on users' hands to ease interaction with
a large screen virtual environment [10], allowing the user to \see through"
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the hands.
Piano teaching tools already exist in the marketplace, including self-help
computer software showing keyboard and music layouts and electronic keyboards with lighted keys to guide pianists. Modern acoustic player pianos
like the Disklavier allows direct playback on the keyboard from music les
or from captured piano key action.
HANDEL attempts to help practicing pianists to memorize piano music.
In HANDEL, the pianist equipped with a wearable computer system sits at a
normal acoustic piano with no sheet music. As the pianist attempts to play
a piece from memory, the pianist may look down at the hands. Focusing
on the hands is the trigger for HANDEL to overlay music. Otherwise, the
pianist sees nothing - no graphics clutters the practice session - and without
sheet music, the pianist can concentrate on playing from memory, as if in a
real recital. When the pianist looks at the right hand, only the right hand's
part of the music is shown near the hand, at the current position in the piece,
and similarly for the left hand. Thus, HANDEL uses the hand as an input
- to trigger when or when not to overlay virtual sheet music to assist the
pianist. Because the music is presented near the relevant hand, the hand
also acts as context-sensitive display window for sheet music - i.e. presenting
information only when needed by the pianist.
HANDEL uses a head mounted video camera to perform scene analysis,
and overlays graphics on a see-through head mounted display. Thus, the
pianist's hands are totally unencumbered and free to interact normally with
the piano. HANDEL uses FFT phase correlation analysis [4] on consecutive
video frames to determine whether the pianist's head is looking to the left
or to the right. This is used to assess whether pianist is looking at the right
or left hand. A look-up table skin color detection method is used to detect
whether a hand is in view or not (the skin color scheme is preset with the
a training set of skin color beforehand). Skin color detection is sucient
since it is assumed that the only thing the head mounted camera will see is
the piano (a non-skin colored object). Figure 1 illustrates HANDEL's general
system architecture and components used. On our Pentium 233 subnotebook,
HANDEL runs at about 5 frames per second.
The practice session begins with the pianist loading the music score into
the HANDEL program. In the current implementation, a simple, custom
music score language was created to store the music in a text le. Then
the pianist dons the head mounted display and sits in front of the piano.
The pianist then gives a nod when starting to play the memorized music.
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Figure 1: HANDEL system architecture and components
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Figure 2: Views from the head mounted display - (a) nothing overlaid when
no hand is in view, (b) left hand part displayed for the left hand, (c) right
hand part displayed for the right hand
HANDEL uses FFT phase correlation to detect a strong vertical displacement
(the nod) to begin incrementing an internal counter to keep track of the
current position in the piece (in the current implementation, the counter is
incremented at a predetermined rate).
While the pianist plays the piece, nothing is overlaid on the pianist's
heads up display (Figure 2a) until skin color is seen by the head mounted
camera. When skin is detected, the program assumes that the pianist is
looking down at the hands. A speci c hand is chosen based whether the
pianist is looking to the left (Figure 2b) or to the right (Figure 2c). The
musical score at the current position, for the given hand, is displayed on
the head mounted display, and continues to update itself while the pianist
is playing. The score is rendered at a xed position on the left side of the
display for the left hand, and likewise for the right hand (the score is not
registered with the hand itself to avoid confusion from seeing musical notes
moving with a moving hand). The virtual musical score disappears whenever
the hands fall out of view (i.e. when the pianist looks up from the keys).

4 Footprint: Another Step in Personal Context
Footprint, our second personal context application, used the feet instead
of the hands, as the focus for computer assistance in a ballroom dancing
application.
Previous work on foot-based user interfaces fall under hardware based
and computer vision based implementations. Applications for such interfaces include dance performance and choreography, motion capture for 3-D
animation, and interactive entertainment.
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Hardware based schemes either rely on body-mounted miniature magentic, ultrasonic, or LED devices, often monitoring the motion of the whole
body. One of a few foot-speci c devices include instrumented dance shoes
that control music and artistic presentations [12]. Hardware systems can
quickly provide great accuracy and a wealth of data, but require infrastructure or worn equipment.
Computer vision systems make use of a camera or several cameras xed
in the environment, monitoring a speci c location for body motion, such as
walking and running. While some systems rely on body-placed markers to
aid visual detection, many analyze the scene with only an a priori model
of the human body [11]. These systems are more interested in entire body
motion rather than just foot motion, however. An exception is the work
by [8], which derives 3-D motion data from a bicyclist's legs by analyzing
specially textured shorts. Computer vision systems often free the human
from wearing any special devices but need good lighting conditions and fast
computers to process complex algorithms.
Footprint operates on the same minimal wearable computer system as
HANDEL: a small laptop with a see-through head-mounted display with
an attached video camera. A personal context is achieved by having the
user's feet trigger computer interaction when they are seen. Feet detection
is accomplished by analyzing the frames captured by the video camera and
exploiting a priori knowledge of the wearable computer owner's feet.
Footprint's demonstration application is an aid for beginners to practice
ballroom dancing steps on their own. At present, the basic waltz steps are
used. Figure 3 shows Footprint's system architecture. A practice session
begins with the user, equiped with the wearable computer system, starts the
application and loads the system settings and dance information. An internal
timer is activated, allowing Footprint to synchronize dance steps to time. The
user then performs the dance to music supplied by the computer. Whenever
the user needs help, s/he simply looks down at the feet. Graphics and text
indicating where the feet should move next are then presented on the headmounted display (see Figure 4). This information disappears when the user
looks back up. As a consequence, looking down at the feet provides a natural
means to interact with the computer. Like in HANDEL, information is only
shown when needed, minimizing graphical clutter on the limited-resolution
head-mounted display.
The feet detection algorithm assumes that the user is wearing dark shoes
against a fairly uniform oor. Presuming that lack of edges corresponds
8

Figure 3: Footprint's system architecture
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Figure 4: Dance step instructions as seen by the user's head mounted display
to uniformity, the algorithm rst checks for a fairly uniform background by
using a non-linear spatial activity detector. If the detector senses a cluttered
background, Footprint assumes the user is not looking at a uniform oor,
and will not perform any foot detection.
If the current video frame passes the \ oor test", then a prede ned shoe
template is matched against a coarse grid on the current frame. The grid is set
to the left half of the image to search for the left foot. At each grid position,
the local rectangular region to be compared against the template is histogram
equalized into black and white, and the number of matched pixels (with
respect to the template), and local variances within the shoe and outside
the shoe area are calculated. If the di erence of variances between the pels
within the shoe area and outside the shoe fall below a threshold (indicating
the texture inside and outside the shoe are the same), or if the total di erence
within shoe area against the template exceeds a threshold (indicating the
shoe area does not have a dark shoe), then no foot is detected. Otherwise,
a measure proportional to the match against the template divided by the
di erence of variances is computed. The grid position with the smallest
measure, and still falls under a threshold, is classi ed as a foot. The process
then repeats itself to nd the right foot, except the grid is set to the right
of the discovered left foot position. Figure 5 illustrates the foot detection
algorithm under di erent lighting and oor conditions. On subsequent steps
after the rst, the system searches around the last detected coordinates rst
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Figure 5: Footprint's foot detection under di erent lighting and oor conditions, as seen by the head-mounted camera. Detected feet are highlighted by
rectangles
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<dance>
<title>Basic Waltz</title>
<step name=”advance” duration=”quick”>
Smoothly go forward
<leftfoot direction=”forward”>Left first</leftfoot>
</step>
<step name=”right” duration=”quick”>
Sweep right
<rightfoot direction=”right”>Right first</rightfoot>
</step>
<step name=”right wait” duration=”quick”>
Close
<leftfoot direction=”hold”>Left arrives late</leftfoot>
</step>
<step name=”back” duration=”quick”>
Step back
<rightfoot direction=”back”>Right first</rightfoot>
</step>
<step name=”left” duration=”quick”>
Sweep left
<leftfoot direction=”left”>Left first</leftfoot>
</step>
<step name=”left wait” duration=”quick”>
Close
<rightfoot direction=”hold”>Right arrives late</rightfoot>
</step>
</dance>

Figure 6: The dance markup le for the basic square-step waltz
before performing a full coarse grid search.
The dance itself is represented as an XML text le, using custom markups.
As seen in Figure 6, the dance moves are clearly represented, sucient for a
ballroom dancing application. The dance steps are given in sequence, using
common ballroom dance step speed denotations (\quick", \slow", etc). Text
descriptions are provided with each movement. This new \dance markup
language" is similar to SMIL, a markup language for synchronized multimedia [5]. All the parameters controlling Footprint are stored in another
XML text le. The XML representation is convenient for this particular
application versus a more general but complex dance notation system like
Labanotation.
Footprint runs at about 4 frames per second on a Pentium 233 laptop,
which includes all the image processing, video capture, and graphics rendering required by the ballroom dancing task. It detects the feet well and runs
e ectively with the basic waltz.
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5 Discussion and Future Directions

HANDEL was tested successfully by one of the authors on an acoustic piano
for a short musical piece. While it proved to be very comfortable to use,
there are numerous improvements that can be made in the presentation of
musical context (e.g. more informative treatment of clefs, key and time
signatures, ngerings, etc). A formal user evaluation study is needed to
assess HANDEL's bene t (or detriment) to memorizing piano music.
HANDEL's FFT phase approach, combined with skin detection and the
assumption of a seated pianist in a front of a nearby piano, is sucient
enough for distinguishing left from right, and to detect a hand. A future
improvement would be to employ ane or projective based scene analysis
(such as the work speci c to wearable camera systems in [9]). With a priori
knowledge of a at piano keyboard, this can form a richer interface with a
pseudo 3-D world model.
Footprint can bene t from a faster computer, foot pose recognition, and
further user tests to optimize the dance instruction presentation over more
types of dances. Other modes for computer-assisted teaching can be explored,
such as having Footprint measure the feet movements to assess a proper step.
Extending the system to recognize and coordinate with a live partner would
also be desirable.
Besides ballroom dancing, other foot-based personal context applications
can be developed, such as for various sports and martial arts, mapping and
path nding, physical exercise, and walking therapy for the injured and disabled, performance dance. In general, body-mounted cameras and a personalized model of the user's body running on a wearable computer promise new
opportunities and new approaches for traditional vision and image processing
problems.
The use of an XML based dance step le to represent content and an XML
con guration le as a \style sheet" casts Footprint as a browser for a personal
context wearable computer interface. Because the dance markup language is
a simple description of the needed dance steps, it can be interpreted for different purposes on other platforms. For instance, another wearable computer
could become create XML-based data on the y from streaming sensor data.
A 3-D capable XML desktop browser could translate the dance step le into
a dancing avatar that could be incorporated into a virtual reality environment or a computer graphics movie. Online XML database engines could
index and catalogue the dance step le in a repository, allowing for text13

based searches for human gesture and motion. In general, context-aware
applications can exploit XML as a foundation to create readable, portable,
and indexable notations for human gesture, motion, and interaction with the
real-world. Since gesture, motion, and interaction vary over time and depend
on di erent conditions, context-aware notations might adapt properties and
behaviours from scripting languages and temporal-based notations (such as
SMIL).
Similarly the piano itself can be seen as a workspace for pianist or a
composer, the dance oor can be seen as a workspace for the dancer, as
the desktop is for an oce worker. The piano and its sheet music, and the
dance oor itself could be augmented, either by a head mounted display or
an external projection system coupled with a video camera.
In conclusion, the user's attention on body parts for guidance is the basis of our demonstrations of personal context. This is a natural gesture in
many tasks, thus a user can simply concentrate on the task as if the mobile
computing device was not there in the rst place. With only simple computer vision techniques, HANDEL and Footprint demonstrate such natural
human-computer interaction in their speci c application areas. And the use
of XML in Footprint illustrates the potential of XML as a portable format
to represent human activity in context for specialized wearable computer
applications and general purpose desktop computers.
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